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ABSTRACT 

 

One of the fundamental requirements of Grid computing is efficient and 

effective resource discovery mechanism. Resource discovery involves 

discovery of appropriate resources required by user applications. In this regard 

various resource discovery mechanisms have been proposed during the recent 

years. These mechanisms range from centralized to hierarchical information 

servers approach. Most of the techniques developed based on these 

approaches have scalability and fault tolerance limitations. To overcome these 

limitations Peer to Peer based discovery mechanisms are proposed. 

 

Keywords: Grid Computing, Grid resource management, Grid resource 

discovery, Peer to Peer based resource discovery mechanism. 
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1.1 Background 
 

Various resource discovery mechanisms have and are being developed in the paradigm of 

distributed systems. Goal of almost every mechanism is efficient and effective resource 

management in fault tolerant and scalable manner. Since in the real world of computing the 

underlying environment is heterogeneous and highly unpredictable therefore the 

mechanisms have to be optimized and some times combined for proper resource discovery 

and management. 

 

Grid inherits most of the properties of conventional distributed systems. Resource 

management in Grid has more or less same goals of other distributed systems, but with the 

difference that Grid is organized in much better way. 

 

Aim of this thesis is to provide an insight into existing grid resource discovery mechanisms 

and introduce Peer to Peer based techniques as alternate discovery techniques.  

 

1.2 Research Questions 
 

The main research questions addressed are: 

What is Grid resource management? 

What is Grid resource discovery? 

What are basic issues associated with existing resource discovery mechanisms in grid? 

What is Peer to Peer based resource discovery mechanism? 

How does it provides scalability and fault tolerance? 

 

1.3 Hypothesis 
 

It is proposed in this thesis that P2P based techniques are better alternatives for existing 

resource discovery mechanisms. This argument is based on study of existing systems in 

comparison to emerging P2P based systems.  
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For better understandability, this report discusses Grid resources: their classification and 

types, Grid resource management: different techniques adopted for resource management 

with emphasis on resource discovery mechanisms. The overall focus of this report is on 

Peer to Peer based resource discovery mechanisms and their significance in the space of 

Grid.  

 

1.4 Methodology 
 

The research is performed as theoretical analysis of different operational Grid systems in 

context of resource discovery. These resource discovery systems are analyzed on the basis 

of their scalability, fault tolerance and efficiency. The systems which make use of Peer to 

Peer based techniques are primary focus of this report, rest of the Grid systems are 

considered as traditional Grid resource discovery mechanisms. In order to support the 

hypothesis, qualitative comparison of existing resource discovery mechanisms is done 

based on different design aspects, so that a conclusion about their advantages and 

weaknesses could be drawn. 

 

1.5 Outline of report 

As discussed in the previous sections, this chapter describes the overall direction of the 

thesis i.e. research questions, hypothesis and methodology of research. Next chapter 

focuses on Grid Computing as a whole and specifically on various types of resources on 

grid. To provide the basic understanding of Grid resource management, Chapter 3 gives 

detailed insight into Grid resource management with emphasis on Grid Information 

Service, Scheduling and steps for scheduling. Resource discovery is briefly elaborated in 

this chapter. Where as Chapter 4 describes Grid resource Discovery, its design aspects and 

comparison of different discovery mechanisms based on the design aspects. Chapter 5 

elaborates on Peer to Peer technologies, its convergence to Grid paradigm in context to 

resource discovery. Various peer to peer based Grid resource discovery systems are 

discussed in this chapter. This chapter also describes how better scalability achieved 

through P2P mechanism. A discussion is provided in Chapter 6, this discussion is about the 

traditional Grid resource discovery mechanisms and Peer to Peer based techniques. Finally 
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its concluded that how peer to peer based techniques are better alternatives for Grid 

resource discovery. Possible further work is also briefly described in this chapter.  
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2 
Grid Computing
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2.1 What is Grid Computing 
 

Grid computing has many definitions, a very precise and relevant definition could be “Grid 

computing (or, more precisely a “grid computing system”) is a virtualized distributed 

computing environment. Such an environment aims at enabling the dynamic “runtime” 

selection, sharing, and aggregation of (geographically) distributed autonomous resources 

based on the availability, capability, performance, and cost of these computing resources, 

and, simultaneously, also based on an organization’s specific baseline and/ or burst 

processing requirements” [1]. 

 

2.2 Major Benefits of Grid 

There are some motivational factors behind the Grid deployment which are outlined here. 

These factors are one of the driving forces for effective resource management. 

Exploitation of under utilized resources:  Main idea is to distribute the work load to an 

under utilized resource over the Grid. Consider various cases in which machines are in their 

idle states or in peak utilization states. Therefore if an application is running on a busy 

machine, further applications or jobs could be executed on some other idle machine(s) on 

the grid. This idea is not new in domain of distributed computing but Grid provides a 

framework to exploit such under utilized resources in a very effective and broad way.  

There are two fundamental requirements in order to execute an application on a remote 

machine. The perspective application should have the ability to execute remotely with out 

any considerable over head. Secondly the remote machine should satisfy the resource 

requirements of the application. These resources could be of various types and classes 

which would be described in detail in further sections.  

 
Parallel CPU Capacity:  This is one of the major benefits of Grid. This computing 

capability has wide industrial application ranging from Bio-medical and High energy 

physics. The actual utilization of this potential depends on the design of applications using 

this computation facility. These applications should have the capability to be divided into 

sub applications or sub jobs, so that an application could be submitted to distributed 
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machines. The scalability of application lies in the way of subdivision into sub-jobs i.e. the 

more the division of application the more is the scalability. 

 

Virtual resources and virtual organizations for collaboration: Enabling and simplifying 

collaboration among wider entities has been Grid’s major contribution. Distributed systems 

developed in the past have provided this facility and have been quite successful in 

achieving this goal. Grid has enhanced this capability to a higher scale incorporating very 

heterogeneous systems and providing various standards and frameworks. In Grid users can 

be dynamically grouped into Virtual Organizations (VOs) with their own policies. Thus 

these VOs can share their resources in larger grid. 

 

Access to additional resources: Besides the storage and processing resources, grid 

provides access to various additional resources. These resources could range from remote 

printing to sharing software licenses. There are many expensive scientific equipments with 

capabilities of remote access, grid exploits this state of the art resource access and makes it 

available on an ordinary end machine. 

 

Resource Balancing: As described earlier grid federates vast resources into a single large 

virtual resource. Various mechanisms have been proposed and developed for resource 

balancing on the grid. For occasions of peak load these resource balancing mechanisms 

could be vital. This may be done in two ways. Either an unexpected peak could be 

transferred to a considerably idle machine on the grid or in case of full utilization state of 

grid, low priority jobs could be suspended and the jobs with higher priority could be 

executed. This could be accomplished through proper reservation and scheduling of 

resources. 

 

Reliability: Reliability is one of the fundamental goals of any distributed system. Usually 

hardware reliability is achieved through redundancy of equipment. In grid the underlying 

software technology offers more than hardware based reliability. The grid management 

software resubmits a job to alternate machines in case of failures or in some case a critical 

job’s multiple instances are executed over different machines.  
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2.3 Grid Resources 

The abstraction of distributed resources into Grid resource is one of the characteristic which 

distinguishes it from traditional distributed computing. As a result the resource 

management and substitution is less complex and scalable. Grid resources would be better 

understood by its types and classes. The following section describes types and classes in 

which most of the grid resources could be grouped in [2]. 

  

2.3.1 Grid Resource types 

Following are the major resource types existing on the grid. 

Computation: Computing cycles shared by the machines on the grid are the most 

commonly used resource. The processors on the grid vary in their architecture, speed and 

various other parameters. This vast and heterogeneous computing resource could be 

exploited by executing applications on remote processor on grid rather locally or by 

dividing application to sub jobs as described earlier. The latter approach proves to be a 

scalable but it depends on the dividing capability of application. 

 

Storage: Data storage is second most common resource on Grid. The grid usually provides 

a single view of data storage; this is usually referred as Data Grid [3]. Every node on the 

grid shares some of its storage capacity. This can be primary or secondary storage. 

Secondary storage could be integrated on grid in various ways to enhance performance, 

capacity and reliability. Grid uses various mountable networked file systems in order to 

virtualize them as a single storage. These are Network File System (NFS) [4], Distributed 

File System (DFS) [5], General Parallel File System (GPFS) [6] and Andrew File System 

(AFS) [7]. 

 

Communications: Today the communication capacity among nodes has increased a lot and 

it has made grid computing more practical and easily implementable. Various machines 

today can share there available communication bandwidth. Communication latency was a 

major limitation for previously developed distributed systems. This sharing of 

communication capacity results in redundant communication paths among grid nodes 

which is crucial for reliable communication among applications. 
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Software and licenses: There might be some softwares with expensive licenses. Therefore 

for a typical organization it’s not feasible to install that particular software on each node. 

Perhaps the job requiring such softwares could be submitted to the machines having these 

softwares on the grid. The modern Grid Schedulers keep track of the limit imposed by the 

license while scheduling such jobs. 

 

Special equipment, capacities, architectures, and policies: Nodes on the grid have 

different operating systems, architectures, devices and various equipments. These all group 

into grid resource as well. Since applications have their own specific requirements therefore 

these all resources are semantically organized. For example if a resource is a medical 

instrument then this resource would be termed as medical resource and the application 

requiring this resource would be effectively routed to the resource. 

 

2.3.2  Classification of Grid Resource 

Grid resources can be classified broadly into two classes i.e. intra-node and inter-node 

resources. 

 
 

Fig 1: Inter-node and intra-node resources. Source: Talia et al. [8]. 

Figure 1 shows Nodes containing intra-node resources. For example the Node A consists of 

two instances of intra-node resources and the resource connecting Node A and Node B is 

an inter-node resource 
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2.4 Main software components of Grid 

Following are the fundamental software components of any grid systems [2]. 

Management components: Management component of any grid system keeps track of 

available resources to the grid and the members of the grid. This information is used to 

assign the jobs properly. Secondly it also monitors the nodes health i.e. possible outages 

and congestion. Some of the modern grid management softwares are autonomic. These are 

autonomic in a sense that they automatically recover from most kinds of failures. Chapter 2 

describes Grid resource management in detail.  

 

Distributed Grid management: Larger grids can be organized in a hierarchy i.e. grid 

might be a cluster of clusters. The management of grid is distributed over several nodes on 

the grid. Therefore there is no central node responsible for complete resource management. 

It is done through several levels of schedulers depending on the size of grid. A higher level 

scheduler can submit job information to lower level scheduler and this chain could be larger 

in case of larger grids. The lower level scheduler then could allocate required resource for 

the application. It is scalable way of resource scheduling but has limitations of delay and 

latency. 

 

Donor Software: Any of the resource contributing nodes has this software installed. It is 

responsible for authentication and identification of potential users of resources. The newly 

shared resource is published throughout the grid by this component. Grid management 

softwares communicate with this component for scheduling and execution of job. 

 

Submission Software: Normally any node on the grid can submit job or initiate grid 

queries. But in some grid systems dedicated softwares are used for this purpose and are 

called submission nodes, these submission nodes have submission software installed. 

 

Schedulers: Schedulers locate the nodes on which a particular job has to be executed based 

on the requirement posed by the application. Various kinds of schedulers have been 

developed these days. The simplest of the scheduling mechanism could be a round robin 

assignment of jobs. Some advanced schedulers are based on job priority and advance 
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reservation. Schedulers usually keep track of immediate grid load. In case of high load the 

job is routed to relatively less busy nodes. 

 

Communications: Since the grid resources are better exploited if the applications are 

splitted into sub jobs. There should be some mechanism for communication among these 

sub-jobs in order to share data and session information. The open Message Passing 

Interface (MPI) and some of its variations form a basis of this kind of communication in 

grid systems [9]. 
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3.1 Resource management systems 

Resource Management System (RMS) is the central component of a typical grid system. In 

traditional computing environments the resource managers are built with an assumption 

that these managers have complete control and knowledge of the underlying resources. In 

case of grid the picture is quite different. The complete control of the available resources is 

very difficult to achieve due to heterogeneity of resources, underlying different policies and 

above all the dynamic nature of grid. 

 

Researchers are trying to address the issue of policy differences in context of resource 

provider and consumer, in order to establish end to end resource management despite the 

fact that there is no absolute control of the resources on the grid since every resource is 

independently administered [11].  

 

The basic functionality of RMS is as mentioned in Chapter 1; to receive job specification 

and estimate the resource requirements for this job. After the estimation of resources the 

resources are discovered and finally the job is scheduled. These steps are explained in next 

sections. Figure 2 shows the interaction of Grid Resource Management system (GRMS) 

with rest of the components in Grid.  

 

 

 
 

Fig 2: Context and interface of Grid resource management system with services. Source: Chaitanya 

Kandagatla [10]. 
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3.2 Grid Information Service 

Grid Information Service (GIS) is a very crucial component of any Grid software 

infrastructure. It provides basic mechanism for the discovery, monitoring and planning 

applications over the grid. As shown in Figure 2 GRMS receives the resource and state 

information from information services. Generally schedulers receive necessary information 

from information services, whereas information services gather information from the local 

individual resources.  

 

Most of the GISs and monitoring systems have different architectures but have similar 

features [12]. Each deals with the organization of sets of distributed information sources in 

a way that the data is easily accessed and available for external environment. As some of 

the data is more static, e.g. type of operating system and file systems, the information 

services and the monitoring systems recognize this and such data is cached or stored in 

such a way that it’s readily available. In following section the GIS requirements are 

discussed [13].  

  

3.2.1 Requirements 

The Grid Information Service requirements are developed on the underlying properties. 

Such as the information services are variedly distributed and the individual resources are 

subject to failure at any time. There is huge variety in the way information is used and types 

of information sources. The impact of these issues on information services is examined. 

 

Distribution of Information Providers: The effect of this distribution is that the end user 

cannot be provided with accurate information in terms of its state and timing. Since the 

accessed information by GIS is old i.e. the state of the information providing resource 

might have changed afterwards, resulting in inaccurate information. Due to the local policy 

it is difficult to delay the state change in the distributed systems, so that with in the mean 

time correct information is processed at the consumer’s end.  

 

Therefore it is required that the information producers some how model the accuracy and 

confidence level of the produced information. One way is to introduce timestamps and TTL 
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(Time-To-Live) as metadata. Secondly rapid and efficient transmission of information from 

producer to the consumer is also crucial requirement.      

 

Failure Management: In the grid environment the intra-node or inter-node resources may 

fail. Therefore the information services have to robust in case of resource failures or even 

for the failure of information service components. The term robust in this case states that in 

case any component fails this act should not prevent to obtain information about other 

components of the system. The end user should have information even in case of partial or 

inconsistent information. Figure 3 shows a partitioned VO-B (Virtual Organization). 

The above mentioned requirement could be addressed in two ways. First, the information 

services should be as decentralized and distributed as possible and the information 

providers should be in the proximity of the entities they describe. In this way the likelihood 

of obtaining information about the available resources could be increased. Secondly, the 

components of information services should be developed under the consideration that 

failure is not an exception rather a rule. It means not only making sure that in case of failure 

the failed services or resources should not interfere or halt other functions but also the 

timely information regarding the failure should be made available. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3: Distributed virtual organizations. Users in VO-A and VO-B have access to partially overlapping 

resources. While VO-B is split by network failure, it should operate as two disjoint fragments. Source: 

Czajkowski et al. [13]. 
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Diversity in Information Service components: Whenever a new Virtual Organization 

(VO) is developed, it has special requirements for discovery and monitoring. But it is 

impractical to reconfigure or modify the resource or services for this newly developed VO. 

Therefore a standard for discovery and inquiry mechanism is defined in advance, which is 

supported by every participating entity on the grid. These standard mechanisms are 

sufficient to support efficient and manageable discovery and monitoring strategies. This 

might include hierarchical grouping of resources and naming mechanisms.   

 

3.3 Grid Scheduling 

Grid scheduling involves scheduling of resources over different and dispersed domains. 

This might involve resource searching on multiple administrative domains to reach a single 

machine or a single administrative domain for multiple or single resource. 

 

As mentioned earlier grid scheduler or broker has to make scheduling decisions on an 

environment where it has no control over the local resources and this scheduling is closely 

linked with GIS. Grid scheduling phenomena can be better understood by following the 

three phases which are; resource discovery, system selection and job execution as shown in 

Figure 4 [14]. A brief description of each phase is given in the following section. Whereas 

next chapter gives in detail concept of resource discovery and its different mechanisms. 

 

3.3.1 Resource discovery 

The first stage involves the authorization of the user submitting job. This determines the 

access of user on the desired resource. This procedure is not much different than the 

traditional way of remote authorization i.e. the job would not be permitted to execute if the 

user has no access on that resource. The GIS keeps track of the resources and the access 

record. Therefore a user can inquire about the access rights on various resources. As the 

number of resources and users increase dynamically in grid, it becomes more challenging to 

manage authorization and access control. One way to address this issue is to write account, 

machine and password information at some secure place but this approach has issues of 

scalability and fault tolerance. 
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Fig 4: Three phases in Grid scheduling. Source: Schopf [14]. 

 

The next step after authorization is the specification of the requirements given by the user. 

This might include some static information such as operating system or much dynamic 

information such as memory. It is better to include as much details as possible. Currently 

the requirements are specified in command line or job submission scripts e.g. in PBS [15] 

and LSF [16]. In most cases of system work the information is simply available. But in the 

grid environment it is highly possible that application requirements might change according 

to the matched target resource e.g. depending on the system architecture the memory and 

computing requirements might change. Little work has been done in this regard, i.e. to 

automatically gather data depending on the changed requirements. The coming chapters 

explain how Peer to Peer based mechanisms address this issue. 

 

After authorization and requirements specification, next step involves the filtration of 

resources which do not meet the minimum requirement criteria of user application. At the 

end of this step the scheduler will have the list of the resources for detail investigation and 

discovery. 
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3.3.2 System Selection 

After having information about the possible resources, the most suitable resource has to be 

selected. This is done in two steps i.e. dynamic information gathering and system selection. 

In order to make best possible match of resource for perspective job, it is important to have 

the current information of the resource. Since information may change with respect to the 

scheduled application or the accessed resource. The main sources for such information are 

either GIS or the local resource schedulers. 

 

Given the dynamic information the resource selection could be done. There are various 

mechanism developed in this regard. For example Condor match making is one of several 

approaches [17]. 

  

3.3.3 Job Execution  

Once resources are chosen the job could be submitted to the selected resource. This job 

submission may be as easy as submitted a single command or complicated. In grid the 

ordinary process of job submission might get quite complicated due to unavailability of an 

agreed standard. Significant research is being done in order to develop some common APIs 

[18]. Still a lot of work has to be done in this area 

 

The next step after job submission involves preparation tasks. This might include the 

reservation claim or preparing target resource for the perspective job. Again this process 

might get complicated due to different underlying authorization policies and administrative 

domains. After this step the job’s progress is monitored and then job completion tasks are 

carried out. Finally the clean up activities are executed. These steps are very similar to the 

steps involved in traditional computing paradigm. But these steps are carried out 

considering the very dynamic nature of grid environment.   
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4.1 Overview 

The Grid computing environment presents various challenges to a discovery system. As 

mentioned in previous chapters, the system has to operate with a large number of 

heterogeneous nodes based on various domains i.e. different architectures and resource 

types. The situation is more complicated by the fact that any resource can enter and leave 

the system unpredictably. In addition to these conditions, lack of control and administration 

should also be handled by resource discovery systems.  

 

4.2 Resource Discovery and Dissemination: 
 

Grid resource discovery and dissemination compliment each other. The discovery is done 

by the application to find a suitable resource where as dissemination is initiated by the 

resource which needs to be discovered. The taxonomy of resource discovery and 

dissemination is shown in Figure 5. 

 

 

 

         

Fig 5: Resource Discovery and Resource Dissemination Taxonomy. Source: Krauter et al. [19]. 

 

Various resource description databases seem to determine the resource discovery 

mechanisms in current systems. Parameterized queries are sent to the nearest directory on 

the grid, Globus MDS is an example of such mechanisms [20]. There are two 

classifications of query based system depending on whether it’s a distributed or centralized 

database. Updates in resource description databases is based on the resource dissemination 

approach. In agent based mechanisms active code fragments are sent across the machines in 

the grid and those fragments are locally interpreted at each machine. Bond is an example of 

such mechanism which uses KQML as the underlying agent communication language [21]. 

The basic difference among query based and agent based mechanisms is that in agent based 
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the agent makes resource discovery decisions based on its own logic whereas in query 

based systems the resource discovery is done by the predefined logic. 

Resource dissemination is classified by the update mechanism used to update resource 

information. For example to reduce data transfer and time latency the resource state 

information could be sent using an alternate protocol than the detailed resource description 

information. In the batch/approach the information is batched up on each grid machine and 

the disseminated periodically on the grid. The information could be disseminated in push or 

pull approach. If the information is sent from the originating machine then it is pushing the 

information and the other machine which is receiving the information is pulling the 

information. Two of several examples of batch approach usage are Condor [22] and 

European Data grid [23]. The information is immediately disseminated from originator’s 

end in on demand approach. The information is pushed in this approach. For example 2K 

system uses demand based dissemination approach 

 

4.3 Design aspects 

Resource Discovery (RD) systems can be categorized based on different design aspects. 

These design aspects provide a way to for comparison of various RD systems. Since 

applications and above all systems are built for different goals. Therefore this comparison 

could be useful for identification of most appropriate RD system based on the requirements. 

These design aspects are service provider, construction, foreknowledge, registration, query 

routing, supported resources, naming and queries [24].  

 

Service provider: The design of RD service is commonly developed in two ways. The first 

way is to develop it as third party service i.e. as a separate entity from resource provider 

and consumer. A server or collection of servers keeps the information about the resources 

and responds to the queries. Traditionally this is the widely used approach in distributed 

systems. The second way is a genuinely distributed system i.e. the RD service is distributed 

without any central component. 

 

Construction: Most of the distributed systems develop an overlay network on top of a 

physical network. This overlay network could be developed in two ways: first one is the 
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manual configuration and other approach is by self organization. For the manual 

configuration human administration is required in configuration of servers so that these 

servers are accessible i.e. human administrator designs the overlay network. This approach 

has the advantage of more control and deterministic behavior. But it is cumbersome to scale 

using this approach. In case of large network self organizing system is an interesting 

solution. This is also effective in case of no central authority. But major drawbacks of self 

organizing systems are complexity of algorithms and increased network traffic for self 

organization and maintenance of overlay network. 

 
Fore Knowledge: Before addition of any node into the system, some pre configuration is 

required even in self organizing systems. The new node should have some prior knowledge 

of the other nodes especially the well known addresses in the overlay network. 

 

Registration: An important task before making request for a resource is to store reference 

to the resource must be stored in some place predictably accessed. Various mechanisms are 

used for this purpose, some of them are:  

Local registration only: The information about the resource is known only by the resource 

providers. This approach is clearly inefficient and non scalable.  

References: in this approach reference is stored in some predictable place. Hashing is used 

to access and store the information. 

Registration at the local server: Resource information is stored at a local server or 

replicated servers. Different combinations can be used for this approach e.g. the 

information could be stored locally as well as on the server.  

Manual registration: The resources are registered on well known Resource Discovery 

servers by using configuration files.  

 

Query Routing: As discussed in Chapter 3, to access the resource by a user the query with 

requirement specification is forwarded to the RD system associated with the target resource 

node or the node itself. A few of the strategies followed to forward this query are as 

follows: 
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Central Server: In this case a single query is made to the local server where the needed 

information is supposed to be available.  

Query forwarding: If a certain node is unable to match a query then the query must be 

forwarded to other node(s) based on some predefined rules. Most commonly used methods 

are flooding, back tracking and regular structure routing.  

Usually most of the query forwarding techniques fall in the above mentioned strategies. But 

in Peer to Peer resource discovery mechanisms, alternate approach is applied, which is the 

focus of next chapter. 

 

Naming and Queries: Resource references contain the name of resource and its location. It 

is important to note that the name of the resource can be some times very large. The names 

are matched with the respective resources by resource queries. The flexibility and easiness 

of resource matching depends on the naming mechanism.  

Unique identifiers and hashes: It is easier to locate a resource if it has a unique name. As 

discussed earlier that identifiers can be used to store the reference to the node. Such 

identifiers can be obtained by using hash functions on the clear text name of the resource. 

The major drawback of this approach is that it cannot depict the dynamic information of a 

resource.  

String naming: The usage of hashes doesn’t allow searches for specific resources. The 

string naming or in other words clear text naming allows more complex queries. 

Directory naming: This is a scalable hierarchical way of naming. Domain Name System 

(DNS) is a classical example of this approach. Various RD systems use this approach or 

similar approaches. 

Attributes:  The most efficient and effective way of naming is through the attributes. A 

resource is described by its attributes. This allows complex queries with predictable results. 

Attributes is a powerful way of representing dynamic resources. Various ontologies have 

been developed based on attributes. 
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4.4 Grid Resource Discovery Systems and their properties 
 

The following table demonstrates the above discussed properties of different Grid resource 

Discovery systems. 

 

Name Provider Construction Foreknowledge Registration Routing Naming 

P-Grid [25] GD SO RN Ref@N Route Hash 

Chord [26] GD SO ID+RN Ref@N Route Hash 

Pastry [27] GD SO ID+RN Ref@N Route Hash 

Globus [28] 3P Man WKAddr Man Serv Attr 

Freenet [29] GD SO RN Res@N QF Hash 

CAN [30] GD SO RN Ref@N Route Hash 

 

Table 1: RD systems and their properties (legend in Table 2). Source: Vanthournoutt et al. [24]. 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: Legend for Table 1. Source: Vanthournout et al. [24]. 
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5 
Peer to Peer based resource 

discovery
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5.1 Introduction 
 

Grid and Peer to Peer are the most common type of resource sharing environments. These 

two resource sharing systems have evolved from different communities and address 

different clients. As discussed in previous chapters grids are sharing environments in which 

collections of geographically distributed hardware and software resources are made 

available to groups of remote users. Grids emerged in scientific communities spanning 

multiple institutions, usually research labs and universities. The primary objectives in 

building the Grids are providing functionality to scientists: a complex set of orthogonal 

services for resource management, security, information services, etc. The achieved scale 

of such Grids is now in the order of tens of institutions with thousands of pooled 

computers.  

 

Whereas P2P systems are more popular for file sharing e.g. BitTorrent. These systems are 

also used for real time transfer; Skype is a famous example of telephony. The participation 

of any user in P2P environment is highly dynamic since any user can join the environment 

from a common desktop and request for shared files or telephony connection. Therefore the 

way of participation is unpredictable and highly dynamic as participants can join, 

unsubscribe or rejoin at any time. Usually resource discovery queries in P2P systems are 

not attribute dependent as in most of the Grid systems but discovery is done either by the 

file name specification or range queries. 

 

The ultimate goal of both Grid and P2P systems is resource harnessing across various 

administrative domains and environments. Besides having many similar characteristics 

such as dynamic behavior and heterogeneity of components involved, these two systems 

exhibit differences in various aspects. This difference is mostly in terms of user behavior, 

dynamic nature of Grid resources (e.g. CPU and memory) as compared to file sharing 

which is so far the most common service provided by P2P systems. Another major 

difference is the nature of sensitive Grid applications which demand data critical and strict 

fault tolerance and security requirement as opposed to P2P applications which have best 

effort behavior. 
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This chapter provides review of most promising Grid systems which use P2P based 

resource discovery mechanisms. These systems are based on different P2P approaches 

ranging from unstructured to structured ones. For the sake of conciseness one example of 

each approach is discussed. Along with the presentation of the systems, they are also 

discussed based on scalability, fault tolerance and efficiency. 

 

5.2 Resource discovery in Peer to Peer systems 
 

Peer to Peer based systems are based on the fact that each node in the system has equal 

roles i.e. the node acts as client and server simultaneously on the contrary to classical client 

server model. P2P systems are categorized into two main categories i.e. Structured and 

Unstructured P2P systems. This categorization is based on the connection protocol and the 

way organization of involved peers. Structured P2P systems have strict structure for peer 

interconnection and organization of file indices. Whereas in unstructured systems peers 

connect randomly and there is not information of file location. In recent days hybrid 

approaches have been proposed which try to retain the advantages and overcome the 

limitations of these two approaches [31]. 

 

5.2.1 Unstructured P2P systems 

In these systems peers maintain fixed number of connections with their neighbors; the 

required overlay network is built in this way. As discussed earlier that there is no 

information regarding location of files therefore the discovery method is broadcast process 

called flooding. The peer looking for a file broadcasts the query in the network. Any peer 

receiving this query broadcasts this query to its neighbor except the one from which it 

received this query. Certainly the flooding mechanism is not efficient and scalable since it 

creates unnecessary traffic in the network. An improvement to this approach is to add Time 

To Live (TTL) field with the query message. This TTL indicates the number of hops 

permitted originating from the source. The peer which initiates flooding sets the TTL value 

less than diameter of the network. This query flooding terminates as the TTL value reaches 

zero, regardless of failure in query fulfillment. Another improvement to this approach is 

Dynamic Querying. In dynamic querying the peer that initiates a query tries to control the 
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query’s propagation by sending it only to a subset of its neighbors and with a small TTL 

[33]. Alternative approaches to flooding techniques have been proposed. One of the 

techniques is Random Walks. Each peer forwards the received query to single neighboring 

peer by a random choice. This technique results in very little traffic but has a longer 

response time. In other techniques the query message is forwarded to neighbors based on 

some criteria or some statistical information. 

 

5.2.2 Structured P2P systems 

These systems are developed based on distributed indexing service known as Distributed 

Hashing Table (DHT). Both peers and files are mapped using hashing to the respected key 

space. The location of files is more efficient in structured systems since indices of peers and 

files are organized in a rigid structure based on their keys. Most of the structured systems 

support naturally exact match queries.  

 

As compared to unstructured ones these systems are more scalable based on load of traffic. 

On the other hand structured systems require strong self organization mechanisms in order 

to maintain their fixed structure. 

 

5.3 Peer to Peer based Resource discovery systems in Grid  
 

With addition of new Virtual Organizations (VO) into the current grid system there will be 

scalability and fault tolerance issues in terms of Grid information systems. As discussed 

earlier the P2P models offer scalable solutions which could be incorporated into the 

existing grid resource discovery mechanisms. Based on the Structured and unstructured 

models of P2P, the framework is categorized into structured and unstructured systems. In 

the following sections one example of each system is described for the sake of conciseness 

and a summarized table of other systems is also provided [32]. 

  

5.3.1 Unstructured systems 

Iamnitchi et al. proposed an unstructured Peer to Peer solution for resource discovery in 

Grid systems [34]. In context of decentralized resource discovery in large scale, distributed, 

heterogeneous systems, it is assumed that without loss of generality that every participant  
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Fig 6: The proposed architecture. Source: Iamnitchi et al. [32] 

 

in the VO has one or more servers that store and provide access to resource information. A 

peer may provide information about a small set of resources (e.g. locally stored files or the 

nodes computing power, as in a traditional P2P scenario) or a large set of resources (e.g. all 

resources shared by a VO, as in a typical Grid scenario). The resource request by users is 

sent to a local node. If the request could be fulfilled locally this node responds with the 

required resource otherwise the request is forwarded to other node. The intermediary nodes 

forward the request till the TTL (Time to Live) expires or the request is fulfilled. 

 

The overall solution is divided into four components i.e. membership protocol, overlay 

construction, preprocessing and request processing [34]. 

 

Membership protocol refers to the way new nodes join the network and the way nodes learn 

about each others.  

 

Overlay construction function selects the set of active peers responsible for collaboration 

from the locally based membership list. This set is usually faces limitation of bandwidth 

availability, load of message processing, administrative policies and specifications of 

topology. Therefore it is often possible that the overlay network developed could only 

contain a subset of complete membership network.  
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Preprocessing refers to the activities performed before or independent of requests. For 

example dissemination of resource descriptions i.e. advertisement of local resource 

descriptions for the sake of better search performance and reliability.  

 

Request processing can be divided into two components based on functionality. 

(a) Local processing includes looking up the requested resource in the local information, 

processing aggregated resources (e.g., a request for A and B could be broken into two 

distinct requests to be treated separately), or policy-dependent processing (drop requests 

that exceeded a local TTL limit or requests that are not acceptable for the local 

administration; alter requests, e.g., by relaxing constraints that have used a significant 

portion of their TTL, etc.) 

 

(b) Remote processing refers to the request propagation rule: sending the (potentially 

locally processed) requests to other peers through various mechanisms (flooding, 

forwarding, and epidemic communication). Four types of request propagation strategies 

could be developed based on the information kept about the neighbor and search 

performance i.e. random walk, learning based, best neighbor, learning based in addition to 

best neighbor.  

 

The experimental results based on a Grid emulator for this solution showed that learning 

based strategy is best regardless of request distribution. The main reason for this is the large 

cache used to store similarities in requests. This approach starts with low performance until 

the cache is built. 

 

Table 3 gives comprehensive summary based on architecture, resource indexing and query 

resolution of other similar unstructured systems. 
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System Architecture Resource Indexing Query Resolution 

Iamnitchi et 

al. [34] 

Flat P2P overlay 

network, including 

one or more peers 

per VO 

Each peer provides 

information about one or more 

resources 

Queries can be forwarded using 

different strategies: random walk, 

learning-based, best neighbor, learning-

based + best-neighbor. 

Talia et al. 

[35] 

Flat P2P overlay 

network, including 

one OGSA 

compliant Peer 

Service per VO 

Within each VO, a hierarchy 

of Index Services provides 

information about local 

resources 

Discovery messages are routed across 

Peer Services using a modified Gnutella 

protocol. Message buffering and 

merging techniques are used to reduce 

Web Service overhead 

Mastroianni 

et al. [36] 

Within each 

organization, one 

or more nodes act 

as super peers 

A super peer maintains 

metadata of all nodes in the 

local organization 

The set of super peers to which a query 

is forwarded is determined on the basis 

of statistical information about previous 

discovery tasks 

Puppin et 

al. [37] 

Nodes are grouped 

into clusters, where 

each cluster may 

include one or 

more super peer 

nodes. 

On each node, an Agent 

publishes information about 

resources. The information is 

broadcasted to all super peers 

in the cluster 

The Hop Count Routing Index is used 

to select the neighbor super peers with 

the highest probability of success 

Marzolla et 

al. [38] 

Nodes are 

organized in a tree 

structured overlay 

network 

Each node maintains a 

condensed description of the 

resources present in the sub 

trees rooted in each of its 

neighboring nodes 

A multi attribute query is decomposed 

into a set of sub queries. The sub 

queries are matched against the routing 

indexes and routed only to those 

neighbors whose indexes satisfy all the 

sub queries 
 

Table 3: Summary of unstructured P2P based Grid resource discovery solutions. Source:  Trunfio et al. [51] 

 

 

5.3.2 Structured systems 
 

Mercury Grid system supports multi attribute queries similar to some other structured 

systems [46]. The difference being it uses Symphony (one dimensional Distributed Hashing 

Table) as the underlying structure. Every attribute involved is assigned to different DHT, 

termed as Hub. Every resource is registered with hub of different attributes. Every resource 

involved saves its attribute value pair at every Hub it is register to avoid multiple queries to 

a single Hub during multi attribute query resolution. As the resources are indexed on hub to 

store according to single attribute therefore only range queries based on single attributes are 

resolved. Multi attribute is resolved by smallest ranged attribute selection and query to 

appropriate hub. Smallest to highest value of range query is used to locate the resource in 

the underlying DHT. This query is responded with the list of resources for which the DHT 
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is traversed based on matched attribute values. Load balancing is performed by frequently 

probing the system. Random walk is performed for the discovery of lightly loaded by a 

highly loaded node. After this discovery the first node sends a special message to latter, 

which then leaves the network and rejoins in a way that it becomes neighbor of the first so 

that load is shared among these nodes afterwards. 

 

Following table gives summarized detail of other structured peer to peer based grid systems 

based on the architecture, basic protocol, the way of multi attribute resource registration, 

query resolution and load balancing technique.  

 

 

 

System Architecture Basic 

protocol 

Multi 

attribute 

resource 

registration 

Multi attribute query 

resolution 

Range 

query 

resolution 

Load balancing 

MAAN 

[39] 

One DHT per 

attribute 

Chord Each 

attribute is 

registered in 

the 

appropriate 

DHT 

Each sub query is 

resolved separately and 

the results are 

intersected at the 

querying node. Single 

attribute dominated 

routing 

Sequential Uniform, locality 

preserving hash 

function. Value 

distribution is 

known in 

advance 

Andrzeja

k et al. 

[40] 

One DHT per 

attribute 

CAN Each 

attribute is 

registered in 

the 

appropriate 

DHT 

Each sub query is 

resolved separately and 

results are intersected at 

the querying node 

Flooding Simple neighbor 

load exchange 

SWORD 

[41] 

Each 

attribute is 

assigned a 

different 

subregion of 

a common 

DHT 

Bamboo Each 

attribute is 

registered in 

the 

appropriate 

region of the 

common 

DHT 

The query is sent to the 

sub region of the most 

selective attribute, or an 

attribute chosen at 

random 

Tree like Leave rejoin 

protocol. 

Customized hash 

functions 

XenoSea

rch [42] 

One DHT per 

attribute 

Pastry Each 

attribute is 

registered in 

the 

appropriate 

DHT 

Each sub query is 

resolved separately and 

the results are 

intersected at the 

querying node 

Tree like None 
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Mercury 

[43] 

One DHT per 

attribute 

Symphony All attributes 

are registered 

in every DHT 

Lookup on the DHT of 

the attribute with the 

smallest range 

Sequential Periodical 

network sampling 

to find load 

imbalances (leave 

rejoin protocol) 

Schimidt 

et al. [44] 

One DHT for 

all attributes 

Chord Point query 

to register the 

attribute 

Ranged query contains 

unknown bits. Each 

step forwards query to 

neighbour with an 

additional common 

prefix bit. Forward 

twice for each unknown 

bit 

Tree like Exchange of load 

between 

neighbors 

Ratnasa

my et al. 

[45] 

A range 

dividing tree 

per attribute. 

All trees 

mapped in a 

single DHT 

Any Each 

attribute is 

registered in 

the 

appropriate 

tier 

Each sub query is 

resolved separately and 

the results are 

intersected at the 

querying node 

Tree like Uniform hash 

and attribute 

range subdivision 

 

Table 4: Summary of structured P2P based Grid resource discovery solutions. Source: Trunfio et al. [51].  
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6 

Conclusion and further work 
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6.1 Discussion 
 

To provide a basis for the propositions made and the methodology adopted, a discussion is 

done on the existing Grid resource discovery solutions and the newly proposed P2P based 

solutions. The single case study of each type of P2P based Grid resource discovery 

systems, i.e. structured and unstructured, was described in previous chapter. This described 

about the overall solution and how these systems provide scalability and fault tolerance 

keeping in view their limitations as well. This methodology is useful in making solid 

conclusion about scalability, efficiency and fault tolerance of these systems in comparison 

to the traditional Grid resource discovery mechanisms. 

 

Most of the resource discovery mechanisms make use of global unique names, for example 

in P2P file name is used as global identifier. In grid environment using global identifiers to 

locate resources with multiple attribute is complex and difficult. Domain Name Service is 

perhaps the largest system based on global identifiers. Its hierarchical architecture restricts 

the design of all four components of resource discovery i.e. nodes have a specified address 

in the hierarchy, overlay function maintains the rigid domain based tree structure, the 

request flows upward in the domain tree. 

 

Globus Toolkit MDS is another example of such solutions making use of global identifiers 

[50]. This solution was initially centralized but it evolved to be decentralized as the number 

of users and resources grew substantially. Multiple information resources can register with 

the index servers through registration protocol followed. Users and nodes can use enquiry 

protocol to discover other nodes and resources and to get detailed descriptions of resources. 

Although this approach is fault tolerant to some extent but it still has not been a scalable 

and efficient solution [34]. 

 

In context of scalability, efficiency and fault tolerance, structured systems are better than 

the unstructured systems. As they use DHTs (Distributed Hashing Table), which are more 

scalable, self organizing and load balanced as compared to the unstructured approaches. 

This is equally true for the traditional non P2P based resource discovery mechanisms when 
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the pool of users and resources is very high. DHTs also have significant advantage of 

efficient range query support because of the predictable locality of resource entries. As 

discussed in the previous section all of the structured systems support multi attribute 

queries. The multi attribute query resolution is difficult in traditional grid resource 

discovery. Various ontologies and semantic approaches have been developed to overcome 

this difficulty. On the other hand maintenance of structured systems can be difficult in 

highly dynamic grid environments. In structured systems the peers have to be noticed 

periodically which some times generate increased traffic. Whereas in unstructured systems 

adopt different strategies for query resolution with reduced network traffic which includes 

knowledge based query forwarding, caching, routing indexes and super peer architectures 

[51]. Few experiments demonstrate that super peer architecture is favorable for the 

organization based structure of Grid, it ensures limited network traffic and reduced 

response time [34]. As indicated in Chapter 5, hybrid approaches could be adopted to retain 

advantages of both structured and unstructured systems. Structured protocols could be used 

for relatively static information and unstructured protocols could be applied for more 

dynamic information. Super peer architecture could be used in combination of these hybrid 

approaches for intra organization and inter organization resource discovery and location. 

 

 

 

6.2 Conclusion 
 

Grid and P2P environments emerged from different sets of users and resources. Perhaps the 

characteristics and design objectives of these two environments will converge. In this thesis 

a comprehensive study of these two environments has been done especially in context of 

resource discovery methods that combine the characteristics of both environment i.e. Grid 

with its complex and dynamic nature of resources and P2P with its scale. 

 

It is analyzed and discussed in detail that the centralized and hierarchical resource 

discovery mechanisms in traditional grid systems have issues of scalability and fault 

tolerance. It is evident that the volume of Grid users and resources is increasing. The two 

P2P systems i.e. structured and unstructured, provide scalability. Whereas the structured 
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systems provide additional fault tolerance and efficiency as well but with the limitation of 

increased probe traffic. These two approaches are used in different P2P based grid resource 

discovery solutions. The advantages of both the approaches could be retained by adopting 

the hybrid approach. 

 

To finally conclude that peer to peer based Grid resource discovery mechanism, whether 

it’s a structured or an unstructured, is better alternative to the traditional resource discovery 

mechanisms; the results of one of the solutions discussed in Chapter 5 is considered. The 

solution is proposed by Iamnitchi et al. [34]. The overall experimentation results show that 

by combination of the two environments i.e. Grid and peer to peer, the perfomance of 

resource location and discovery increases. These results are based on increased number of 

users and resources. Which again supports the propositions made in the hypothesis i.e. 

these techniques provide scalability. There are various examples of solutions described in 

Chapter 5 which provide more scalability, fault tolerance and efficiency as compared to the 

traditional Grid resource discovery mechanisms. 

 

6.3 Further Work 
 

There are various P2P based grid resource discovery solutions built on the structured and 

unstructured approach. Working solutions are required based on Hybrid approach as well. 

The fundamental goal of these solutions would be overcoming the limitation of these two 

approaches. Finally research is required to analyze the impact of existing underlying grid 

architecture on the hybrid approach.   
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